NOTICE
In the future, operators of complex equipment will spend more time monitoring computer controlled devices rather than having hands-on control of such equipment. The operator intervenes in system operation under "unusual" conditions or when there is a computer malfunction. The latter occurs relatively seldom. The operator's task thus becomes a "vigilance" task, one requiring attention to monitoring equipment with lttle need for action. An individual's ability to maintain vigilance is easily compromised, with time-on-task (TOT) a major detractor of performance. The question asked in this research was: Can gaze control measures be used to reflect, and hopefully to predict, periods of impaired vigilance?
The results of this study clearly demonstrate that a number of aspects of eye movements and eye blinks show significant TOT effects. These effects are, we believe, more likely to be associated with short periods of attentional lapses or "microsleep" than with more tonic changes in alertness level. The literature dealing with such measures as indicants of "fatigue" and/or "time-on-task" effects is reviewed in considerable detail.
The study evaluated aspects of blinking and eye movements in subjects performing the Thackray and Touchstone ATC simulation task. Subjects performed the task for a 2-hour period on 3 separate occasions. Significant increases in blink frequency, blink closing duration, blink flurries, eye closures and fixation pause were obtained as well as similar effects for derivative measures.
Though the current data was collected through electrodes attached to the participant, much of the information can be acquired with remote monitoring technologies. This makes possible the application of such measures in a field setting where subjects are required to work on a display terminal.
Additional exploration of this approach and the new technologies should provide the information needed to develop strategies and approaches that will enhance operator reliability. Bills and McTeer (1932) report that recovery from It has long been our conviction, reinforced by a fatigue induced by specific task performance is a modicum of data, that the gaze control system should function of similarity between the condition under reflect time-on-task (TOT) or "fatigue" effects. The which fatigue was induced and the task in which the literature on which that conviction is based is, at best, effect of fatigue is evaluated. The more dissimilar the spotty. A variety of occulometric measures have been tasks, the greater the recovery. tested for their ability to detect "fatigue" effects and Thus, a 2-or 5-minute CFF task administered most have been found wanting with respect to reliably seconds or minutes after the end of an exhausting 8-demonstrating such effects. For example, the literahour work day may not show any changes in CFF. ture on Critical Flicker Fusion Frequency (CFF) as a Many researchers dealing with aspects of visual activmeasure of fatigue finds more studies claiming the ity have reported that a relatively slight change in an absence of an effect than those which report a decrease experimental situation produced marked changes in in CFF as a function of "fatigue." Similarly, steady the variable under investigation. Ponder and Kennedy state high frequency brain evoked responses (i.e., the (1927) have done this, for example, for eye blink brain, especially the visual cortex is "driven" at the frequency. Thus, we believe that the optimal strategy frequency or harmonic frequency of the flashed light)
INTRODUCTION
for demonstrating TOT effects is to record biological to sinusoidally-(or other waveform) modulated light variables while the subject is perorming the task. A have occasionally shown a reduction in the peak second constraint we imposed in much of our research frequency at which such "driving" occurs, but again on aspects of vigilance is that we wanted to utilize the literature is weighted in favor of not finding measures which, if proved useful in simulation envisignificant TOT effects. (TOT and "fatigue" effects ronments, could be readily transferred to field setwill be used synonymously.) tings. It is our contention that techniques which We contend that TOT effects are best measured remain dependent on the application of electrodes are while performing the task on which the subject has not acceptable in field settings both because of techbeen "fatigued." Bartlett (1943) , whom we will quote nical skills required for the application of electrodes more fully later, indicated that any change in the and non-acceptance of attachment of electrodes on nature of the task a subject is required to perform will the part of operators. produce a return to normal, or better than normal, Thus, rather than recording brain activity (because responding. The fact that recovery from "fatigue" is we are interested in mental "fatigue" and the brain is rapid has been known for many years, but not apprepresumably the place where such fatigue would be ciated by many investigators who have studied fatigue best manifested), which for the foreseeable future will effects by evaluating, for example changes in CFF as a require the application of electrodes to the scalp, we function of interposed "work." Manzer (1927) reselected gaze control variables and the eye blink. ported on recovery from muscular fatigue and found
Many components of such variables can be recorded that after 5 minutes of rest (following the flexing of without the application of electrodes. Another convarious muscle groups to "exhaustion") recovery was cern was with "ecological validity." It seemed to us up to 82% of original level, after 10 minutes 90%, and that the air traffic controller's task, and the task after 20 minutes, 95%.
utilized in the present study are visually demanding.
1,I
Measures that reflect what the eyes are doing would time he reached the later aircraft. The eye movements seem to be relevant in generating useful information under such conditions may well be appropriate, but in subjects performing such tasks for extended periods the operator still does not respond. Shifting gaze to a of time.
location is not equivalent to abstracting information Our prior research has demonstrated that both from that location, nor is it indicative of remembering frequency and other components of blinking are seninformation abstracted for even a second or two. sitive to task demands and TOT manipulations (Or- In the current study, our initial concern was not chard & Stern, 1991; Fogarty & Stern, 1989;  with being able to identify gaze control inefficiencies Goldstein, Bauer & Stern, 1992; Stern, Beideman & specifically associated with missed signals, but with Chen, 1976; Stern & Skelly, 1984) . We were thus changes in such variables as a function of TOT. We reasonably sanguine about demonstrating such effects suspect that some, but not all missed signals, are in the present context. Regarding saccadic eye moveassociated with gaze control inefficiencies. We are also ments, fixation pauses, other eye movements, and convinced that if an event to which a rapid response is head movements, the results from the literature were required occurs concurrent with a period of gaze less reassuring. However, we, as well as others, have control inefficiency, the likelihood is great that the demonstrated drug as well as "fatigue" induced reducresponse to that signal will be inappropriate or that no tions in saccade duration and velocity, and an increase response will be made. We thus wish to suggest that in long duration fixation pauses in situations requirmost, if not all, gaze control inefficiencies when they ing frequent gaze shifts. Others have supported the occur concurrent with the need to detect and process idea that head movements might reflect aspects of task infrequently occurring information will lead to inapdifficulty. We thus believed that these measures would propriate responding. The converse is not true; inapalso be sensitive to TOT demands.
propriate responses can occur in the absence of gaze A note of caution should be voiced here. Thackray abnormalities. and Touchstone (1989) videotaped subjects performWhat do we mean by "gaze control inefficiencies," ing a task very similar to the one used in the current a concept we have introduced a number of times investigation. They analyzed the videotapes to deterabove? We are now on shaky ground and, to mix mine if aspects of gaze were predictive of why a subject metaphors, will climb out on a limb and identify some missed a "critical" event. Thackray and Touchstone possible measures. were not able to identify any differences in eye activity a. eye blink during periods where signals were missed in compariEye blink frequency is related to the visual son with periods of appropriate responding.
demandingness of a task. The average blink rate With 20/20 hindsight, we have no problem acduring reading is significantly lower than durcounting for the negative results reported byThackray ing rest. Thus an increase in blink rate during and Touchstone. Signals most likely to be missed and reading and other task performance might inthose which increased the likelihood of being missed, dex such inefficiency. were restricted to those in which two aircraft were It is obvious that if an important event occurs identified as flying at the same altitude, and were during a limited time period and that period is flying either toward or away from each other. The occupied by a blink, the event in question will operator first had to identify that both were at the be missed when the lid is closed for a long as same altitude. This requires the subject to remember compared to a short period. altitude information for as many as seven aircraft at a b. eye closures time, and to determine which two were at the same Eye closures are identified if lid reopening folaltitude. It is thus quite possible that the operator lowing a closure does not occur within one sequentially looked at all 8 aircraft but forgot altitude second. It is obvious that no visual information information about those early in the sequence by the can be acquired if the eyes are closed.
2 c. eye movements -saccades tasks. Stave (1977) described blocks in helicopter Saccade velocity or amplitude/duration relapilots flying a simulator for several hours. Others, tionships decrease as a function of a number of Oswald (1962) and Williams, et al. (1959) , have variables including TOT. Since information described similar blocks and invested them with the intake for a period preceding, during, and follabel "microsleep" or "daydreaming." lowing a saccade is limited (saccade suppresIt is our contention that periods of microsleep and, sion), such intake is likely to be restricted for a perhaps, precursors to such periods, can be identified longer period of time when saccade duration is from a study of gaze control variables. We have in extended.
prior research, Walrath (1984) d. head movement and Lobb and Stern (1986) , demonstrated oculometric Head movements are, we believe, less efficient variables associated with the operator missing signals. ways to acquire information than the use of Morris (1984) demonstrated a significant relationeye movements. Thus, an increase in head ship between performance measures associated with movements, as a function of TOT, might flying a GAT-1 simulator for an extended period of index a reduction in efficiency. It might also time and aspects of blinking. This work was done in index discomfort on the part of the operator, sleep deprived subjects and one might invoke the another potential contributor to inefficient concept of microsleep to account for at least some of performance.
the results. Thus, gaze control measures may well be e. combinations of the above measures -for exeffective in demonstrating TOT effects and such ample, blinks and saccades.
effects may be related to performance deficits. Blinks and saccades generally occur in tight Whether speaking of blocks, microsleep or daytemporal relationship to each other. If blinks dreaming, we suspect that during such periods attenstart appearing with greater frequency during tion is diverted away from the task at hand. Such fixation pauses, it might indicate inefficiency periods of inattention to the task should be reflected (since during a blink there is a period of nonin gaze control variables in tasks that are visually seeing and during a saccade there is also a period demanding. Visually demanding tasks require that of minimal information intake; if the 2 occur major portions of the attentional "resources" available concurrently, there is a reduction in the time for to the operator are focused on the task. Individuals which information is not available). If blinks thus have to inhibit attending to other aspects of the are unlikely to occur as gaze is shifted from the external or internal environment. It is our belief that CRT to the keyboard and are most likely to the inability to maintain inhibitory control over atoccur as gaze shifts back to the CRT, then the tending to other sources of information leads to lapses occurrence of blinks under the former condiin attention and that such lapses in focused attention tion might be interpreted as a sign of ineffion the task are reflected in "gaze control inefficienciency.
cies," some of which were described above.
These are some examples of gaze control ineffi-
METHODS

ciency:
The model entertained by us to account for the Subjects increase in missed signals as a function of TOT is, in Twenty subjects (14 male, 6 female), all paid for many respects, similar to that proposed many years their participation, performed the aircraft (A/C) task ago by Bills (1931) , and accounts for delayed or (described below) on 3 separate occasions, 2 hours on missed responses using the concept of "blocks." Bills each occasion. No subject had prior experience with demonstrated such "blocks" in subject-paced tasks.
the task or had been involved in Air Traffic Control Others (Teichner, 1968) have extended the concept (ATC) training. to more complex and not necessarily subject paced Apparatus and task description them with the task, the nature of the alarms, etc. Equipment available to the subject included a 19-Rating scales dealing with feelings of attentiveness, inch graphic display terminal, a keyboard attached to tiredness, strain, boredom and irritation were adminthe lower right edge and in-line with the CRT, and a istered both before and after the 2-hour run. At the joystick. A VAXI 1/730 computer controlled the disend of the 2-hour run, additional rating scales relating play and was used to abstract response information, to perceived task difficulty and amount of effort The task required subjects to continually monitor required to perform the task were completed. the CRT display. The display consisted of 2 Subjects were prepared for the recording of horinonintersecting vectors oriented from the lower right zontal and vertical electrooculograpy by attaching to the upper left side of the CRT. A small rectangle on AgAgCI electrodes to the outer canthi of both eyes for the flight path defined location of an aircraft (A/C) the recording of horizontal, and above and below the with 8 A/C displayed on each vector. In an adjacent right eye for the recording of vertical eye movements alphanumeric data block were displayed A/C identifiand blinks. Inter-electrode impedance was generally cation, altitude and groundspeed. A/C position and below 10000ohms. Where that was difficult to achieve, change in alphanumeric information were updated we made sure that the impedance between the elecevery 6 seconds. The update was done by quadrant, trode pair from which activity was recorded was aprather than by vector, thus the displayed information proximately the same when measured against an seemed to be continually changing. Occasionally, a indifferent electrode. Signals were amplified by spenontracked, unidentified A/C appeared on the CRT cial purpose amplifiers with high common mode as a steady green triangle. Occasionally, an A/C lost rejection. Amplifier output was linear from DC to altitude information, with the numbers reflecting 100hz. The output of these amplifiers was fed into a altitude replaced by three Xs (XXX). Occasionally, 2 Kyowa data logger. Head movements were recorded A/C on the same flight path were at the same altitude.
by placing the inner liner from a construction worker's If they were flying away from each other a control helmet on the subject's head.Astrip of balsawood was button had to be pressed and no further response was attached to the liner with the rear of the strip approxirequired. If, however, they were flying toward each mately in line with the subject's shoulders. At the tip other, the operator was required to press a "conflict" of the strip and oriented downward and sideways were button and place a cursor over one of the A/C and 4 LEDs, 2 on each side. Photocell receptors were request reassignment of altitude. If the operator did attached to the left and right shoulder, equidistant not detect these latter events within 28 seconds from from the light source when the head was facing foronset, both a visual and auditory "conflict alert"
ward. Again, the sensors or the subject was positioned occurred. The visual alert consisted of the 2 A/C so that the sensors were equidistant from the light targets at the same altitude flashing, the auditory alert source with the subject looking straight ahead. The presented concurrent with the visual one was a 600hz, output of the photocells was appropriately amplified 65dB tone pulsed at 2 per second. Forty-four such and combined to allow for the recording of head events were presented over the 2-hour period. The movements in the horizontal plane. The output of the minimum interevent time was approximately 1.5 head movement amplifier was also fed into the Kyowa minutes; the maximum about 4 minutes. Background data logger. Stimulus and response information was "noise" consisted of a recording of "normal" activities coded by assigning different voltage levels to the in an ATC facility. different stimuli and responses. These voltage changes were also recorded on the data logger.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The taped data were then digitized and 5-minute samples were obtained starting at minute 10, 30, 50, Subjects were instructed about the tasktheywereto 70, 90, and 110. Data were sampled at either 200 or perform. Task performance was for a 2-hour period.
100 hz with all analyses conducted on data sampled at They were given a short practice session to familiarize 100 hz. Data analysis utilized a DEC minicomputer and was done semiautomatically, in that a skilled independently logged on a data sheet. If the closureanalyst applied our computer based algorithms for reopening took more than a second and was accompadetecting eye blinks and saccadic eye movements to nied by no horizontal eye movements or slow pendular the data and performed editing functions, as neceseye movements, it was identified as a lid closure and sary.
its occurrence and approximate duration abstracted. Most editing involved the deletion of saccades not
The editing process allows for the inspection of meeting our "eyeball" criteria for acceptance as sac-1000 data points in any one channel. The data were cades. Major reasons for rejecting computer-identithus edited in 10-second chunks, a time consuming fled saccades were the occurrence of a burst of muscle but necessary procedure. Five consecutive minutes (or artifact, in which the algorithm detected an occasional 30 ten second frames) of data were analyzed, the "saccade," and the identification of a slow eye moveoutput of this analysis printed, and summary statistic ment as a saccade (compensatory, pursuit or skin printed. Data from the summary statistics were used potential change). Eye movements were only evalufor all analyses, except for the blink flurry analysis, ated in the horizontal plane.
and other analyses that incorporated manually edited Editing of eyeblinks was a somewhat more involved information. The blink flurry analysis was manually process if the blink occurred in conjunction with a abstracted from the computer print-out of the raw major eye (and head) movement in the vertical plane. analyzed data. Such movements occurred when gaze had to be shifted Measures abstracted and hypotheses concerning from the CRT to the response panel located to the change as a function of TOT: right and on a level with the base of the CRT. Such Blink rate (average number of blinks per minute). movements also occurred with return of gaze to the Hypothesis. Significant increase. CRT. Our algorithm for detecting blinks includes, in part, (as part of the algorithm) the instruction that if Blink closing duration (average time from blink the voltage level following completion of eye closure initiation to full closure). does not return to half amplitude of the closure in a Hypothesis. Significant increase in blink clospecified time period (300 msc.) to not consider that sure duration. voltage change pattern as a blink. The computer thus did not identify many blinks associated with gaze 50% window (average time from lid being half shifts from the response panel to the CRT. (An upclosed during closing portion of blink to reward rotation of the eyeball produces a voltage change opening to same level). in the same direction as a lid closure.) Eye position Hypothesis. Significant increase.
higher in the visual plane at the end of a blink than it was before blink initiation precluded this criterion LCD Blinks (blinks with 50% window measure from being met. These blinks were manually identibetween 200 and 500 msec. fled by setting blinkinitiation at the same voltage level Hypothesis. Increase in frequency of such blinks. obtained after the eyes reopened. These blinks were thus measured as smaller in amplitude and shorter in Frequency of flurries (a flurry was defined by duration than was really the case. the occurrence of 3 or more blinks in 3 consecuSome aspects of eyelid motion were manually abtive seconds.
stracted. One of the criteria for blink identification Hypothesis. None -post hoc measure requires the operator to set limits to the time between half closure and half reopening. This limit was 300
Percent of blinks that are part of a flurry. (Blinks msec. for this data analysis. If a closure-reopening was that are part of a flurry divided by all blinks). not identified on the basis of this criterion, and the Hypothesis. None -post hoc analysis above process took less than a second, the event was labeled a long closure duration blink (LCD blink) and Corrected blinks (total number of blinks minus blinks that are part of a flurry, corrected blink rate, those that are part of a flurry; each flurry was and eye closures) were subjected to a between-withincounted as I blink), subjects factor ANOVA. The principal analysis used Hypothesis. None -post hoc analysis Gender as a between subject variable (N=20). An additional analysis was done for each measure using Eye closures (frequency of closures in excess of the Time of Day (AM vs PM) at which subjects were 500 msec.
run as the between subjects factor (N= 13). Time of Hypothesis. Increase in frequency.
day (TOD) and Gender (G) are, unfortunately, confounded in this study. For the 20 subjects for whom Saccade rate (average number of saccades per all 3 days of data are available, 5 of the 6 females were minute).
run exclusively in the afternoon and 6 of the 14 males Hypothesis. Reduction in rate were run exclusively in the morning. The remaining 7 subjects (1 female, 6 males) had trials both in the Median fixation duration morning and afternoon. It is impossible, therefore, to Hypothesis. Increase in median fixation duradisentangle Gender from the Time of Day factor. tion. was then subjected to the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to degrees of freedom. The reported F values are DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE for this adjustment, except where specifically noted. Where main and interaction effects were significant, Data for the 9 blink/closure measures and 4 saclower level ANOVA's and paired comparisons were cade/fixation measures were abstracted for the 20 made using the Scheff6 criterion. Only those subjects subjects for whom all 3 days of data were available, for whom we had data for all 3 days were used in this Appendix B contains the averaged data for each subanalysis (20 of 26 subjects completed all 3 days). ject whose results were utilized in this analysis. Each Blink rate. Blink rate consists of frequency of matrix consists of data from each of the 3 days for the blinks in each 5-minute block divided by 5 (blinks/ 6 identified time blocks. Data analysis utilized minutes). It was hypothesized that blink rate would ANOVA's. 10-30, 30-50, 50-70, 70-90, 90-110 and 10-110) .
Pairwise comparisons did not result in any significant The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. time block to time block increases; the only significant comparison was between block 1 and block 6 RESULTS [F(1, 18) = 11.48, p = .003]. There were no significant Gender main effects or Blink Measures interactions, but the blink rate for females was higher The data from each blink measure (blink rate, blink than that for males on the first and last day in all time closing duration, 50% blink window, blink amplisamples, and in 5 of the 6 time blocks on Day 2, as tude, long closure duration blinks, flurries, percent of The 50% window duration then increased at a slower = 3.22, p = .03] (Huynh-Feldt adjustment) as hypothrate across the final 4 blocks, except for block 4, which esized. The linear trend is significant at the .02 level, represents the highest level. One female subject was As seen in Fig. 2 , blink closing duration increases excluded from this analysis because of missing data due substantially between the first time block (10 minto artifacts in recording. The linear trend is significant at utes) and the second time block (30 minutes) and the .005 level. stabilizes until the final block (110 minutes), where it
The main effect of the between-subjects factors, again increases. The pairwise comparison for adjacent Gender, and TOD were not significant. There were, time blocks found a significant increase between blocks however, 2 significant interactions: Day X Gender [F 1 and2[F(1,17)=9.27, p = .007]. One female subject (1.95, 33.08) = 3.9, p = .031] and Day X TOT was excluded from this analysis because of missing [F(5.36, 95 .67) = 2.57, p = .03]. The Day X Gender data due to artifacts in recording the vertical channel.
interaction, as seen in Fig. 6 , shows the mean of the There was no significant main effect of Day nor 50% blink window increasing steadily from Day 1 to were there any significant interactions involving the The DayXTOT interaction is shown in Fig. 7 . The morning closing durations follow a similar pattern interaction depicted suggests that the 50% window as day I and day 2. Day 3 afternoon closing durameasure asymptotes progressively earlier as we go tions, on the other hand, show a slight increase from Day 1 to Day 3. The analysis of simple effects of over the first 3 time periods and then a sharp day found a significant effect of Day at time block 1 decrease at the third (50-minute) time block end-[F(1.9, 32.29) = 7.53, p = .002]. In addition, the ing at a level lower than the closing duration of the simple effects of Day X Gender at time 1 and time 2 first block.
were also significant. [F(1.9, 32.29) = 4.77, p = .017
Again, we must note that it is impossible to deterand F(1.88, 31.93 = 4.03, p = .027, respectively]. mine whether this is due to Time of Day or Gender, Blink Amplitude. There were no significant main as these two factors are confounded.
effects for the blink amplitude measure. There is, however, a Day X TOT interaction [F (7.06, 70.63) = 2.31, p = .03], for the subjects in the TOD analysis. Time Blocks (in Minutes) Because the Day X TOT interaction was not signifi-19.81) = 4.46, p = .028]. The afternoon subjects cant for the Gender analysis, which included 19 did not show an increase in LCD blinks. The subjects, we believe this to be a spurious result. As percent of LCD blinks, in fact, remained constant shown in Fig. 8 , blink amplitude on Day 1 increased from Day 1 to Day 2 and then decreased from Day sharply from block 1 to block 2, while Day 2 and Day 2 to Day 3. Again, the confound between TOD 3 blink amplitude decreased from block 1 through and Gender makes this result difficult to interpret, block 2.
since it is impossible to determine which factor is Long Closure Duration Blinks. Long closure duraresponsible for the differences found. tion blinks are those blinks where the 50% window There were no significant main effects for the long exceeds 200 msec. The analyses were performed on closure duration blink measure. the total of manually abstracted LCD blinks (those Flurries. Minimum criteria for a flurry required 3 greater than 300 msec), plus those tallied by the or more blinks to occur within 3 seconds. A flurry computer as being greater than 200 msec. expressed as could exceed 3 seconds. As long as succeeding seconds a percentage of all blinks. There was a significant Day contained at least 1 blink, such blinks were considered XTOD interaction [F(1.8, 19 .81) = 3.6, p = .05]. As part of the same flurry. There were 3 components to shown in Fig. 9 , the mean AM percent of LCD the flurry measure analyzed; a) frequency of flurries, blinks increased significantly from Day 1 to Day 3. b) percent of blinks that are a part of a flurry, and c) Analysis of simple effect of TOD found this inblink rate corrected for flurries. crease to be significant at the .03 level [F(1.8, females is higher for all time blocks and the increase is The Day X TOT interaction is depicted in Fig. 11 . more rapid. There is an increase in flurries for Day 2, On Day 1, we see a significant increase from time but not as steep a slope. Flurries for females decrease block 1 to block 5 leveling off at 7.45 flurries per time from block 3 to block 5, and then increase rapidly to block, except for block 4, which decreases slightly, block 6. Flurry rates for males increase steadily from Analysis of simple effects of TOT found the increase block 1 to 6. The pattern for males and females on to be significant at the .001 level [F(2.37, 35.28) = Day 3 is different fromDays 1 and2; there is no steady 7.33, p = .001]. The pattern of blink flurries for Day increase for females. They increase from block 1 to 2 shows a similar pattern, but the increase is slower, block 3 and then exhibit a steady decline to a level Analysis of the simple effects of TOT were also signifilower than block 1. Males increase only slightly on FIGURE 12A
FREQUENCY OF FLURRIES Time Blocks Time Blocks (In Minutes) 3, Day 2 continues to increase slightly, while Day 3 of blinks that were a part of a flurry was subtracted decreases. The percentage of flurries for Day 2 drops from the total blink rate; then the frequency of the to its lowest level in block 5 and then sharply increases occurrence of flurries was added to the result. This to its highest level in block 6. Day 3, on the other corrected blink rate reflected the blink rate as if each hand, rises to its highest point in block 5 and then group of blinks that made up a flurry were counted as decreases to the same level as in block 1. Analysis of I blink. There was a significant TOT effect, as shown the simple effects of Day found a significant effect at in Fig. 16 Eye closures. The eye closure measure was collapsed Corrected blink rate. Since both frequency of flurover the first 3 and last 3 time blocks to create a firstries and percent of blinks that are a part of a flurry and last-half measure. This was done because closures demonstrated significant TOT effects, it was possible occurred very infrequently during the first 2 time that the significant blink rate effect could be attribblocks. There were no significant main effects. There uted to the increase of blinks that are a part of a flurry.
was a significant Day X Gender interaction [IF(1 .95, To evaluate this possibility, we corrected blink rate by 35.17) = 4,18, p = .02.]. As shown in Fig. 17 , the excluding all but the first blink that was part of a flurry number of closures increase steadily from Day 1 to in the corrected blink analysis. To examine the influDay 3 for males, but decrease for females from Day 1 ence of flurries on the overall blink rate, the number to Day 2, and remain at the same level for Day 3.
FIGURE 16
CORRECTED BLINK RATE and TOD may discriminate between measures, we lower than the afternoon amplitude. (AM mean = nevertheless conducted these analyses. The fact that 188.87 and PM mean = 238.53). The TOD effect is measures were correlated somewhat inflates the ocplotted over days in Fig. 21 .
currence of significant results. We nevertheless chose Long duration fixation pauses. The percentage of p < .05 as the acceptable level of significance. fixation pauses greater than 2 seconds also shows a It is apparent that the time on task (TOT) measure significant TOT effect [F (2.76, 56.87) = 2.96, p = generated significant results for all but 3 of the 13 .05] (Huynh-Feldt). As shown in Fig. 22 , the percentdependent measures evaluated. Day (D) produced no age of long duration fixation pauses increases slightly, main effects while G and TOD produced 1 and 2 but significantly over time. The pairwise comparisons significant results respectively. The number ofsignififinds a significant increase between block 5 and 6 [F cant interactions was reasonably small, 2 dealing with (1, 17) = 5.03, p = .04]. The overall linear trend is Day x Gender, 1 dealing with Day by TOD, 3 with D significant at the .03 level.
x TOT in the Gender and 1 with D x TOT for the TOD analysis 2 triple interaction for D x T or x G and
The results for the 13 variables evaluated are sum-BLINK MEASURES marized in Tables 1 and 2 . As suggested in the Results section, a straightforward analysis in which the 4 1. Blink rate: manipulated variables were all part of the ANOVA Blink rate showed a significant and linear increase (time on task; day; Gender; Time of Day) could not be as a function of TOT. This increase in blink rate over done. As is apparent from Table 3, depicting the time is consistent with the literature. Table 5 . However, our first that requiring the subject to make frequent changes in evaluation occurred after 10 minutes of task perforaccommodation and vergence produced increases in mance. Had we used the initial 5 minutes of task blinking. Our finding of a 30% increase in blink performance as our "base" measure, the results might frequency over the 1 hour 40-minute period elapsing be concordant with those reported in the literature, between the first and last 5-minute samples evaluated It would be nice to be able to say that the increase is on the "conservative" side of the changes reported in in blink rate is purely a TOT or "fatigue" phenom- Table 5. enon. However, a number of other variables also affect Not all studies in which subjects were required to blink rate. Before turning to these other variables we perform for extended periods produced increases in will briefly review a series of studies that have demonblink rate. Carmichael and Dearborn (1947) had strated increases in blink frequency as a function of subjects read for a 6-hour period. No significant TOT.
increases in blink rate were obtained for either college Table 5 demonstrates that a variety of tasks, where students or high school students reading both easy duration exceeds half an hour, cause significant inand difficult text in hard copy or microfilm format. creases in blink rate. Thus, driving performance (an These authors compared their results to those of automobile, a truck, or an airplane simulator), vigi- Hoffman (1946) , who in a study preliminary to the lance task performance (Mackworth Clock test), readCarmichael and Dearborn study, had used the same ing, and reading from a CRT, all lead to increases in equipment with students reading for a 4-hour period.
blink frequency ranging from 30 to 300%. Studies Hoffman had obtained significant increases in blink demonstrating this effect date back to at least 1895, rate after the initial hour of reading (see Table 5 ). The when Katz, using himself as subject, demonstrated major difference between these 2 studies was that in increases in blink frequency while reading. He attribthe Carmichael and Dearborn study, tests of compreuted the increase to "retinal fatigue" but also reported hension (12-13 per 6-hour reading period) occurred ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, -3 level diff ............................................. There were 6 such comparisons for all readtest was given at the end of the 6-hour reading period, ing "events" (easy and difficult; text and microfilm; and students were given motivating instructions, college and high school subjects). There were thus Hoffman, on the other hand, did not utilize compre2x2x2x6= 48 ratios calculated, 40 of these were posihension tests, reading material was easy, pay was less, tive, 8 negative (negative indicates that blink rate was and students were not exhorted to do well. Carmichael smaller later, as compared to the initial 5-minute and Dearborn came to the conclusion that well motiperiod of reading). If there was no significant effect, vated subjects do not demonstrate alterations in blink one would have expected half of the 48 values to be rate as a function of time-on-task, positive and half negative. Forty of the 48 values were We suspect that an analysis of variance design, such positive. The likelihood of this being a chance event is as used by Hoffman (1946) with repeated measures, less than .01. We thus came to the conclusion that might have found significant increases in blink rate in Dearborn and Carmichael's data demonstrate time on their studies. We believe that the techniques used to task effects. The average increase across all trial blocks analyze the data (critical ratios) were overly sensitive was 14%, while the average decrease for the 8 negative to the large individual differences in blink rate.
values was 1.6%. Carmichael and Dearborn fortunately present some
Though not stated, we suspect that they sampled of their summary data (for individuals) in tables, their blink rates not at 30-minute intervals as sugUsing their tabled values, we compared blink rate at gested, but during the 5 minutes of reading immedithe start of the experiment with blink rate at 1-hour ately following each of the 13 comprehension tests.
This might well lead to a lower blink rate in its own squeezing a hand dynamometer (King and Michels, right, since Ponder and Kennedy (1927) had demon-1957; Lovaas, 1960 ) easy vs. difficult auditory trackstrated that any interruption in task performance ing task (Gregory, 1952) ; all lead to higher blink rates would lead to an alteration in blink rate.
than the comparison condition. Luckiesh (1937), a lighting engineer, presented a A number of hypotheses have been invoked to considerable amount of data demonstrating that faexplain the increase in blink rate as a function of timetigue (as well as lighting conditions) affected blink on-task. The first suggests that visually demanding rate, correlating an increase in blinking as a function tasks, such as reading, lead to blink inhibition. Thus, bf fatigue. Tinker (1945) and Bitterman (1945) prethe increase in blinking over time is attributable to a sented evidence refuting the Luckiesh findings. Our decrease in the ability to maintain such inhibitory review of the published results leads us to the conclucontrol over extended periods of time. A second sion that Luckiesh was correct, while his critics were hypothesis attributes the increase in blinking to inin error.
creases in muscle tension associated with attempts to Our TOT effect on blink rate is thus, at least sit quietly while performing a task for extended perisuggestive of fatigue effects. Corroborating evidence ods of time. A third possibility is that in complex will be elaborated in subsequent sections of this distasks, such as used in the present study, there is a cussion.
reduction in task difficulty (learning effect) as a funcAlterations in blink rate also occur as a function of tion of TOT. A reduction in the allocation of the nature and difficulty of the task being performed. attentional resources to the task at hand would require Results of some studies demonstrating this effect are less inhibition of blinking. The third hypothesis can presented in Table 6 . There is a relationship between be rejected, since there was no Day effect. Not only blink rate for visual and non-visual tasks with the might one expect the task to become easier within a more "perceptually demanding" tasks producing lower day, but one would expect some transfer from Day 1 blink rates. Many authors have demonstrated that the to subsequent days. Such a transfer of training would blink rate during reading is significantly lower than have been manifest in a significant Day effect or an during "non-reading" periods (Ponder and Kennedy, interaction involving Day. No such effects occurred. 1927). Other situations, such as solving arithmetic
We can thus infer that the increase in blinking, as a problems (Gille, et al., 1977) , (Tanaka & Yamaoka, function of TOT, is not attributable to practice ef-1992); vocalizing during vs. quietly solving problems fects. (Schuri and v. Cramon, 1981); social vs. non social This leaves hypotheses 1 and 2 to account for the perceptual tasks (v. Cranach, 1969) ; large vs. small obtained results. We should be able to test the second angular gaze displacement (Watanabe, et al., 1980) ; hypothesis from an evaluation of our horizontal plane being engaged in discussion vs. listening (v. Cramon, head movement analysis. This analysis has not as yet 1980); increased levels of muscle tension induced by been conducted. performance, in fact, led to blink inhibition. There is the target location and were most likely to blink as considerable variability in "resting" blink rates across gaze was returned to the central location, These austud , How e, t he maoriý of studis reiewed in t hors also reort t hat t he ret urn frni a larv ampl i , Table 7 had higher resting blink rates than those tude gaze shift (40 degrees) was more likely to lead to obtained early in task performance in our experiment, a blink during gaze return than a small amplitude gaze It thus may not be unreasonable to suggest that shift (15 degrees). The breakdown of such inhibitory performance of the ATC simulation task leads to control or the breakdown of the tight time locking blink inhibition. Table 7 summarizes studies in which between blinks and saccades as a function of time-onblink rates were obtained under "resting" and at least task, is, in our opinion, a reasonable hypothesis to one "task" condition.
entertain further to explain the demonstrated TOT or The inhibition of blinking associated with deperhaps "fatigue" effect. Bartlett (1943) , in his lecture manding visual task performance, such as reading or on fatigue, stated: piloting an aircraft, or in the present context, per-"In other words, he (the fatigued subject) forming the ATC simulation task, can be accounted could, within the limits of fatigue set by the for by the "minimal disturbance hypothesis" sugexperiment, still carry out the local actions gested by Knorr (1924) . This hypothesis dictates that of control as well or better than ever (when during and bracketing saccades, there is "saccade task demands were altered); but he could suppression," i.e., a marked reduction in visual acuity.
not maintain the organized, coordinated During and surrounding the period of a blink there is and timed responses for more than a short also suppression ofvisual information (Wibbenmeyer, period." p. 253 (material in parenthesis is Stern and Chen, 1983) . The co-occurence of these 2 ours.) events then would produce the least interference with the ability to take in visual information. Knorr found As reviewed in our Results section, we broke the that blinks are inhibited during reading and that those total number of blinks per 5-minute period down into blinks which do occur, occur at points in time where 2 components, namely blinks that occurred as part of they interfere minimally with information acquisiand blinks independent of flurries. Both of these tion, such as at the end of a line of text or at the end components increase as a function of TOT. We susof a paragraph. Orchard and Stern (1991) similarly pect that flurries may be associated with a "momenreport that blinks are more likely to occur in conjunctary" and marked reduction in blink inhibition. It is tion with line change saccades, and add regressive our impression that such flurries most frequently saccades and fixation pauses preceded by regressive occur following the identification of infrequently saccades to Knorr's list. In a non-reading context occurring signals and also prior to and following Watanabe, et al., (1980) required subjects to shift gaze periods of eye closures. These both appear to be times from a centrally presented LED to LEDs at various when attention is likely to lapse. In our review of the eccentricities, with a return to the central LED after literature we came across 2 comments dealing with completion of the required gaze shift. They report flurries. Carpenter (1948) reports that periods of that most blinks occurred when gaze returned from blink inhibition in which subjects appeared to be the peripheral to the central display, i.e., few blinks staring, were sometimes followed by a "burst of blinks." occurred while the eyes were moving to the required Carpenter did not comment further about this phelocation. They also reported that blinks were more nomenon. His observation is, however concordant likely to occur with larger than with small angular with ours. Frolov (1990) reports as follows: displacement of the eyes. Fogarty and Stern (1989) "In tracking rare random visual signals 'volWatanabe (1980) , report similar results. Thus, neileys of aftereffects' were noticed which were ther of our measures are to be taken as anything but a the ER (eye response) at the time when the crude index of how long vision was obscured during a operator ended the tracking (of a dot movblink. The finding that eye position shifts during a ing across the face of the CRT in 20 seconds) blink should, in retrospect, not be terribly surprising. and was getting ready to wait for new sigDuring a blink, vision is obscured for a definite nals. The 'volley' indices were computed for period; during a saccade vision is also impaired (sacminute-long intervals, which followed ends cade suppression). It is thus reasonable for that comof tracking. These parameters were found puter between our ears to perform both functions sensitive to the complexity of the task for the concurrently, thereby reducing the amount of time subject." p. 74 (our comments in parens).
vision is obscured. It will be recalled that the closing duration measure It is our impression that the "volley of aftereffects" is an index of the time taken from the initiation of lid is similar to our measure of blink flurries and that closure (associated with a blink) to the point in time Frovlov's observation is similar to ours. Thus, one can where the lid is fully closed, while the 50% window identify 3 separate studies, all of which have observed measure is the time between the lid reaching half the blink flurries and have time locked then to specific full closure distance and full closure and the point in events.
time where the lid returns through that same level Increases in blink frequency, as a function of TOT, during reopening. We should point out that our is found to be a robust phenomenon. Whether it algorithm for the identification of a closure-reopenoccurs as a function of lapses in inhibitory control, or ing as a blink requires that the 50% window measure is attributed to alterations in attention or fatigue, is be completed in a specifiable time frame, which, in the problematic. We believe that all 3 of these phenomena case of this study, was set at 300 msec. Eye position are closely related. If the increase in blinking, as a shifts during a blink and quite frequently the blink function of TOT, is due to lapses in inhibitory condoes not return to the 50% level during the reopening trol, we should see an increase in the number of blinks phase. This occurs because eye position on reopening not time-locked to saccades as a function of TOT.
is higher in the visual field than before closing (for This analysis is proposed for future study.
example, blinks occurring as gaze returns from the keyboard back to the CRT). Thus, data had to be 2. Blink closing duration and the blink 50% edited to allow the computer algorithm to identify window measures such blinks. Such editing involved setting the initiaBoth reflect, we believe, similar aspects of blinking, tion of blink at the level of the eye position obtained namely an index of the duration for which vision is after reopening. Such editing reduced average ampliobscured by the eyelids during a blink. The actual tude, closing duration, and 50% window. The amount time for which visual information is not available to of such editing did not change appreciably across time the viewer during lid closures and reopening is, in blocks, and thus did not contribute to TOT effects. It part, a function of where the eyes are pointed prior to should be pointed out that the editing function, in all and following a blink. Under laboratory conditions cases, reduced the blink amplitude, closing duration, where the subject is instructed to look straight ahead and 50% window duration measures. Our editing and the eyes are presumably at the same location thus artificially reduced these variables. Nevertheless, preceding and following a blink, the 50% measure is our TOT variable demonstrates an increase in closing a reasonable approximation of the time for which duration, and 50% window as a function of TOT. It vision is obscured (Kennard & Glaser, 1964) . In the is thus a robust effect. present context, eye position following a blink was
The closing duration and 50% window measure generally at a location other than where the eyes were both demonstrated significant increases as a function pointed preceding the blink. Hacker (1962) , as well as of time-on-task. Average closing duration was at its lowest during the first time block, (10 minutes into measure, as well as significant effects attributable to task performance), and at its highest during the last, differences in task demands on the pilot during differ-(the measurement obtained at minute 110). Average ent flight segments. For example, the pilot in comclosing duration shifted from approximately 85 msec. mand of the aircraft demonstrates significantly shorter to93msec.,ashiftofonly8msec.,butareliableshift, 50% window durations than the copilot. Nature of nonetheless We would suggest that in future studies flight maneuvers also significantly affected av data L sampled at least at ý msec. intervals to allow window Juration wAt weapons celhveryl and 1 "tLeat for better temporal resolution of this variable, avoidance" producing significantly shorter window Though Days did not demonstrate to be a reliable durations than cruising at altitude or "nap of the variate, we wish to point out that closure duration for earth" flying. The present results suggest that perthe first measure on Day 1 was the shortest and forming the ATC simulation task was more demandincreased over successive days. In general, all Day 1 ing of the participant on Day 1 as compared to average values were consistently below those for Days successive days, or that subjects paid closer attention 2 and 3, while the latter 2 demonstrated considerable to task performance early on Day 1 than on subseoverlap, quent days.
The 50% window measure, in addition to showing This measure thus appears to be sensitive to both the Time of Day effect demonstrated in Fig. 5 for the TOT effects, as well as motivational effects. To the closing duration measure, also demonstrated a signifiextent that closing duration and the 50% window cant Day by Gender interaction. This interaction is measures reflect momentary reductions in motivation depicted in Fig. 6 . Let us, for the moment, attribute (also considered as momentary drops in alertness or the effect to the Time of Day variable. In any case, as attention to task), the monitoring of these variables was true of the closing duration measure, the lowest should allow one to predict that if a brief stimulus 50% window measure was obtained at the 10-minute requiring a response occurs in close temporal relationmeasurement period (mean of 122 msec.) and the ship to such a blink that the likelihood of a perforhighest at the last measurement period (mean of 133 mance drop-out or "performance block" (Bills, 1931) msec.). The Day by Gender interaction depicted in is markedly enhanced. We should, however, point out Fig. 6 indicates that the average 50% window measure that long closure duration blinks unfortunately do increases in a linear fashion from Day 1 to Day 3 for not uniquely identify the occurrence of a performance males, while for females (based on a smaller number of "block." We have also observed longer closing durasubjects), the Day2 measure is below the other 2 days, tion blinks while subjects stored and rehearsed inforthough not reliably so. As seen in Fig. 7 , the first mation (Stern, 1992 ; Goldstein, Bauer, & Stern, measures of the day showed the same increase over 1992). days characteristic of the closing duration measure (though not statistically significant).
3. Blink Amplitude
We (Bauer, et al., 1985 and Skelly, 1984) Though the 50% window measures has consishave previously demonstrated TOT effects similar to tently demonstrated TOT effects, blink amplitude those obtained here. In the Bauer, et al., study the has not done so. We are aware of one study (Morris, time period for which data was collected was 45 1984) that found significant changes in blink ampliminutes. Subjects performed a visual or auditory tude as a function of TOT. That study utilized sleep temporal discrimination task. The 50% window meadeprived subjects required to fly a GAT-1 simulator sure changed from 133 msec. early in task perforover a 4-hour prescribed course. Blink amplitude mance to 148 msec. for approximately the last 5 significantly declined over the 4-hour task and ocminutes of the 45-minute task. The Stern and Skelly curred because of a partial lowering of the eyelids in (1984) study, performed in a flight simulator with Air fatigued subjects. It is somewhat surprising that blink Force pilots flying a 5-hour bomber mission also amplitude does not correlate significantly with closdemonstrated significant time-on-task effects for this ing duration. In the present study, the correlation between these 2 variables was 0.41, suggesting relative time. Though not significant, the shift is from apindependence of these measures. Our surprise must be proximately 3% of blinks during minutes 10-15 to 5-tempered by the findings of Evinger, et al., (1984) 1/2% during minutes 110-115. who report that the duration of the closing phase of large, as compared to small or regular amplitude 5. Flurries blink, decreases, rather than increases. However, such
Flurries were defined as the occurrence of 3 or more large amplitude blinks "occurred only when subjects blinks in a 3-second period. A flurry could extend for were instructed to blink or "flutter the eyelids." Dumore than 3 seconds if, in succeeding seconds, the rate ration of upper lid motion was otherwise remarkably of 1 or more blinks per second was maintained. The constant in humans. A linear relationship was found analysis of flurries dealt with 2 components; namely in rabbit and guinea pigs (Evinger, et al., 1984) . They their number per unit time, and secondly, the total suggest that, "The poor correlation between duration number of blinks incorporated in a flurry. The latter and amplitude suggested that the metrics of the lid analysis was conducted to determine the extent to movements were more typical of skeletal ballistic which the significant increase in blink frequency, as a movements than of saccadic eye movements." Our function of TOT, might be accounted for by changes results fit in well with those of Evinger, et al. in flurries. The flurries analysis generated 2 signifiBlink amplitude analysis did not provide any sigcant main effects; one attributable to TOT, the secnificant main effects. However, the Day x TOT interond attributable to Gender. The TOT effect indicates action was significant in the TOD analysis. This effect significant increases in flurry frequency as a function appears to be principally attributable to Day 3, when of TOT; the Gender effect suggests a higher rate of we see an increase in blink amplitude as a function of flurries for female subjects (remember that this effect TOT, while Day 1 and 2 data show little TOT effects.
is confounded by Time of Day) though the TOD effect was not significant. Part of the reason for lack of 4. LCD Blinks significance is attributable to the smaller subject pool Long closure duration blinks were those blinks in (N= 13) for the TOD, as compared to the Gender which the 50% window exceeded 200 msec. plus effect analysis (N=20). There was also a significant manually identified blinks where the eye remained TOT by TOD interaction and a 3-way interaction closed for less than 1 second. Closures persisting for involving the above 2 variables plus Gender. more than 1 second are referred to as lid closures.
Why is there an increase in flurries as a function of The analysis of LCD blinks involved combining TOT? Do flurries occur at random time points or are the above 2 sets of blinks (computer and manually they related to other events? Though not as yet subidentified) for each 5-minute period and expressing stantiated by a rigorous review of the data, it is our the frequency of occurrence of.such blinks with reimpression that flurries do not occur at random time spect to all blinks occurring during that time period, points. Flurries are most likely to be seen after the This procedure was necessitated by the significant subject has responded to an infrequently occurring increase in blink frequency as a function of TOT. event and are seen (somewhat less frequently) precedThus, finding significant increases in LCD blinks as a ing and/or following eye closures. They are also frefunction of TOT, could have been attributed to this quently seen at the point in time where the subject finding. We believe that controlling for the increase in realizes that the experimental procedure has been blink frequency by using the ratio measure is a procecompleted. There is inhibition of blinking during the dure as effective as analysis of covariance, without period of identifying and responding to such events. making any of the assumptions underlying the latter One possible rationalization for the flurry, but not procedure. Using this procedure, no significant TOT our favorite one, is that these blinks occur as "catcheffect was obtained. The increase in LCD blinks over up phenomena" to make up for blinks missed while time is thus secondary to an increase in blink rate over detecting, identifying and responding to an "event."
The rationalization we believe to be correct suggests subjects was appreciable with an average of 1.5 clothat the flurry of blinks occurs because the subject has sures for the 30 minutes of data analyzed for Day 1 to learned that another "event" will not occur for some 9.14 on Day 3. The pattern for females was an average time. Thus, the flurry indexes a period of reduced of 6 on Day 1 and 3.9 on Day 3 (Fig. 17) .
alertness or attention to the task, This latter interpreIt is our impression that when ECs occurred they tationisreinforcedbythefactthatd flurry, one weremost frequently seen fol owing the makin also sees little saccadic activityin the horizontal plane. response, i.e., subjects took "time-out" from task Another point in time where flurries are likely to performance, since they had developed the expectoccur is preceding and following an eyelid closure. It ancy that another event requiring a response would appears as if a flurry of blinks is an attempt to ward off not occur for a minute or more. The phenomenon, an eye closure. We thus suspect that a measure incorpreviously observed in conjunction with such lid porating the concurrence of flurries and long duration closures, was also observed here, though not quantifixation pauses may be a useful measure of reduced fled. In a prior study (Lobb & Stern, 1986) , such alertness.
closures were associated with slow horizontal eye Though not systematically studied by anyone to movements. Initially, one sees few horizontal eye date, we, as well as others (Yamada, 1992) , have movements during a closure. As a function of TOT, observed flurries of blinking at the end of an experione begins to see slow rolling eye movements (SEM). mental run. Yamada (1992) , for example, had chilThese SEMs increase in angular excursion. Upon dren perform a number oftasks ranging from watching reopening of the eyes, one frequently sees a pair of a video-animation (Snoopy and Charlie Brown), persaccades, suggestive of momentary spatial disorientaforming the STROOP test and playing a video game tion (where am I?), before returning to a normal (Nintendo Super-Mario III). He reports "Subjects' pattern of saccadic activity. The present task is a blinking was inhibited just after the initiation of each visually demanding one, and as we have demonstrated task. When the given task (was) finished, blinks ocbefore (Stern, Goldstein, & Walrath, 1984) , visual curred in bursts" (p. 4).
tasks are less likely to have associated eye closures than comparable tasks where information is presented 6. Eyelid Closures auditorily, rather than visually. Another probable Eyelid closures are, in the present experiment, rare reason for the relatively small number of eye closures events; most subjects had no closures during the first obtained in this study is the fact that if a subject 3 time blocks on Day 1. If the eyelid remained closed missed an infrequently occurring event, both a visual for more than 1 second, such an event was identified and an auditory signal were used to alert him/her to as an eye closure (EC). Because such closures occurred the event. Such alerting information is a likely conrelatively infrequently, data from the first 3 and the tributor to the low level of closures obtained here. last 3 five-minute time segments were combined. We expected an increase in such events as a function of
II. SACCADE ANALYSIS
TOT. This comparison was not significant. There was, however, a significant Day effect, as well as a Day 1. Saccade rate and median fixation duration. x Gender interaction. There was a significant increase There was a significant decrease in saccade rate as a in EC frequency over days. The interaction effect function of time-on-task (TOT). The decrease in suggests that such an increase was characteristic of saccade frequency appears to be reasonably linear with male, but not female subjects, and that females had decrements seen from the first time period evaluated. significantly more closures on Day I than males and For all 3 days, the initial rate is 95 saccades per minute that they showed relatively little change in ECs over and drops to 84 saccades per minute at minute 110. days. Again, it is unclear whether this is truly a Gender
There is thus an approximately 12% decrease in or TOD effect. The increase on the part of male saccades over the 2-hour period.
Associated with a decrease in saccade rate, as a refer to the subject as "staring" at the display. Stares function of TOT, should be an increase in average are defined as dwell times in excess of 5 seconds. The fixation pause duration. This was indeed the case.
highest secondary load condition produced increases However, the average fixation durations displayed in in stares ranging from 3.7 to 23.4% for the 6 subjects Fig. 19 are markedly shorter than those based on for whom data is presented (mean increase of 12.7% extrapolation from the saccade frequency data. For S.D. 7.7). example, the mean saccade rate at minute 10, as
There is a vast literature dealing with fixation depicted in Fig. 18 , is 95 per minute. There was thus, pauses associated with reading. Hoffman (1946) had an average of 94 fixation pauses per minute, with a subjects read without interruption for 4 hours. He calculated average fixation pause duration of 638 reports a significant decrease in both the number of milliseconds. Note that the median fixation duration fixations and the number of lines read within the first depicted in Fig. 19 frequency data, Fig. 4 ) was 280 msec. at the first sample and 316 msec. at the 4-hour completion time 2. Fixation Pause sample, approximately a 13% increase (compared to a There is a paucity of research dealing with changes 6 to 8% increase in our study). in fixation pause duration as a function of TOT. It is Carmichael and Dearborn (1947) report (using clear from the literature that in such complex tasks as critical ratio statistics) mean differences in saccade scanning an instrument panel during flight, neither frequency of 3 of 12 comparisons for both of their the search pattern nor the time the eyes dwell at a reading tasks. The general pattern appears to be one of particular location are random processes (Ellis and high reading efficiency for the first 5 minutes of the Stark, 1968).
reading task. There is a marked drop at the 30-minute Statistical dependencies independent of the placemeasurement period with relatively asymptotic perment .of specific instruments are the rule, rather than formance from the second through the sixth hour of the exception; most subjects demonstrate specific reading. It should be remembered that reading was patterns of search activity while dealing with compointerrupted after every 20 to 25 pages for comprehennent aspects of the task of piloting an aircraft (Stoliarov sion checks. Though these authors minimize the impersonal communication, 1991).
portance of the obtained TOT effects, to those looking A number of studies have used secondary task for such effects, there is abundant suggestive evidence technology to evaluate aspects of work load associated that, had they used more appropriate statistical tools with a visual task on scanning performance. The (available at the time) they would have obtained a results of such studies, while tangential to the present TOT effect. study, provide some relevant information. Tole, et al., The germain references for our evaluation deal (1982) demonstrated, in an aircraft piloting task, that with the Tole, et al. studies, which suggest a decrease fixation pause durations increase as a function of task in saccades and an increase in fixation pauses, espedifficulty of the secondary task, a verbal loading task.
cially long duration fixation pauses as secondary task Scanning behavior was also detrimentally affected demands increase. If we can, instead of invoking with novice pilots showing greater restrictions of secondary task demands (which require the allocation scanning behavior than skilled pilots, as secondary of attentional resources) conceive of TOT effects as load increased. Another finding important for us was requiring greater allocation of attentional resources to that as loading increased, so did dwell time (fixation the primary task, or the allocation of attentional duration) on each instrument. The increase, in some resources to counteract boredom, fatigue, physical cases, was large enough to prompt these authors to discomfort, daydreaming, and other variables associ-ated with TOT (which can also be conceived of as is our expectation that such blocks should be accomsecondary tasks, albeit not under the control of the panied by LDFPs. We would further expect an inexperimenter) we would expect both a decrease in crease in the occurrence of eyelid closures with saccade frequency and an increase in long duration concurrent inhibition of horizontal saccades as a funcfixation pauses (Tole's stares). tion of TOT. Combining all, the distribution for
Our results arc concordant with both of these these vriables is likdl to be bimodal, Therc 11C thus expectations. kre otalnei a slgn~liant decrease in a numer otreasons tlat Lxation pauses sloulcl not Le saccade frequency (Fig. 18 ) a significant increase in normally distributed. Our solution to the problem of fixation duration (Fig. 19) and a significant increase non-normality was to use median fixation pause durain long duration fixation pauses (Fig. 22) .
tion as one of our dependent measures, since medians The median fixation duration measure, and to a are less affected by "extreme" values. lesser extent saccade rate, show the same phenomenon
To separately capture the other end of the bimodal described for the saccade amplitude measure, namely distribution, we identified a category of fixations we an unexpected change at the 70-minute measure. In labeled "long duration fixations" (LDFs). Before turnthe case of fixation duration, the 70-minute time ing to this measure, we would like to point to one block has returned to a level of fixation duration other "apparent" discrepancy between the saccade intermediate to that seen for the 10-and 30-minute rate and median fixation duration measures. The blocks, and again with an increase for the last 2
saccade rate measure appears to be linear, with roughly sampling periods. Saccade rate shows a steady linear the same increment in saccade frequency between decline over time blocks 10, 30, and 50, and rate at 90 successive time blocks. The line of best fit for the minutes is a direct extrapolation from that line. Thus, median fixation duration measure suggests that for at 70 minutes, there is an inhibition of this "decay" the first 4 measurement periods (or the first 70 minfunction. Again, we are at a loss to account for these utes of task performance), there is a relatively small effects.
increase in this variable, with most of the change It is our contention that fixation durations are not occurring over the last 2 time periods evaluated. Thus, normally distributed, that in the performance of this these 2 measures appear to deal with different compotask it is logical to expect a bimodal distribution of nents of changes in processing ability as a function of fixation durations. When the operator finds an infre-TOT. Further analyses for disentangling some of quently-occurring event, such as 2 aircraft sharing the these discrepancies will be performed. Saccades and same altitude, he/she has to respond to that event and fixation pauses associated with responding to the then wait for an update of the display to determine if infrequently-occurring events and responding to alertthe aircraft are on a collision course or not, flying in ing instructions when an event has been missed will be the same direction. After making this decision, the analyzed separately from the "normal" search operaoperator takes appropriate action by moving a cursor tion. over 1 of the planes and requesting an altitude change. The display is updated every 6 seconds. An "efficient" 3. Saccade Amplitude viewer thus should be able to make the appropriate Saccade amplitude appears to be affected by TOT decision within 6 seconds. One may thus be required effects. We identified 2 studies demonstrating signifito maintain fixation at a specific location for up to 6 cant amplitude changes as a function of TOT. seconds. Moving a cursor over an aircraft ID also Malmstrom, Randle and Murphy (1981) obtained a requires fixating the ID segment while aligning the linear decrease in saccade amplitude of 0.29 degrees cross hairs with the segment. This also may require a per minute, as well as a significant shift in accommorelatively long fixation pause (relative to median fixadation (0.11 diopters per minute) as subjects pertion durations of 475 msec.) Add to that the hypothformed 2 scanning tasks, each for a total of esis that, as a function of TOT, there should be an approximately 6.5 minutes. In the task demonstrating increase in the frequency of "blocks" (Bills, 1931) . It saccade amplitude effects, subjects were required to track a sinusoidally-moving target (horizontal plane movements might account for the obtained changes at 0.4 hz, 18 degree amplitude) for 13 consecutive 30-in saccade amplitude as a function of TOT. We second periods. They obtained a 9% loss of range with suspect, however, that this is not the case. We would extent of eye movements decreasing from 15.4 to 14.3 consider such movements as unwanted "noise" in our degrees over the 6.5-minute period. No phase lag signal analysis, since there is no reason forthem to be changes of eye position with respect to target position time-locked to events occurring on the CRT, i.e., we were obtained. The authors conclude that the signifiwould not expect shifts in body position to occur at cant change in saccade amplitude cannot be accounted specific times, but suspect that they would occur quite for on the basis of refractoriness of the muscles conrandomly, with perhaps an increase in frequency over trolling eye movements, and thus suggest that we are time. dealing with a CNS mediated change.
Our finding of a significant TOT effect for saccade May, et al., (1985) recorded eye movements while amplitude (Fig. 20) adds to this literature. Our effect, subjects performed non-visual tone counting tasks however, is somewhat more complicated than that differing in complexity. Eye movements were studied described by May, et al., as well as Malmstrom, et al. under a "free viewing condition," i.e., no restriction Their task duration was considerably shorter than on eye movements, and a condition where subjects ours and the discrepant results may be a function of were required to shift gaze between 2 LEDs 20 degrees this variable alone. We find that the best fit for our apart, with a gaze shift required every 5 seconds.
obtained results is not linear, but quadratic. We see a Spontaneous (non-stimulus triggered) saccades desteady decrease in saccade amplitude from the 5-creased in amplitude as a function of TOT. Of further minute sample, starting at minute 10 and continuing interest, though not directly relevant here, is their to minute 50. A marked increase in amplitude is reporting a decrease in saccade amplitude as a funcfound at minute 70, with a further decline over the tion of task difficulty (with no effect on saccade next 2 samples. Our results do not disagree with either velocity). There was thus limited support for evaluatof these studies, since their TOT periods were less ing saccade amplitude effects before considering sacthan 50 minutes in duration. In addition to a significade duration or velocity effects.
cant amplitude effect, we also obtained a significant We should preface discussion of our results with a Time of Day (TOD) effect (Fig. 21) , with signifibrief comment on other variables that can contribute cantly greater amplitude saccades for the afternoon, as to finding changes in saccade amplitude as a function compared to the morning sessions. Since this effect is of TOT. The major variable of concern is head posiconfounded by Gender, we will not discuss it further. tion relative to the CRT. In the studies identified It would be convenient if we had a straightforward above, this was controlled for by immobilizing the (or even convoluted) explanation for the complex head. If the head is free to move, as is true of our effect obtained. We do not believe that it is a random experimental situation, then changes in saccade ameffect, since a number of other variables also show a plitude may well be secondary to changes in head discontinuity at this same point in time (the 70-position. Moving away from the CRT display would minute and following samples). Another reason for decrease the visual angle subtended by the display and suspecting that it is a real effect is that the samples result in decreased saccade amplitude. Moving the taken at minutes 90 and 110 do not drop to the levels head closer to the display would have the opposite one might have projected from the slope of the curve effect. The chair on which our subjects sat was not connecting the 10-, 30-and 50-minute samples. We, attached to the floor, but subjects were not likely to however, have no rationalization for this effect. move it during an experiment. Subjects could, however, shift their position on the chair. They could sit 4. Long Duration Fixation Pauses (LDF) up straight and move their upper body toward the We defined LDF as fixation pauses equal to or CRT; they could also slouch in the chair, thus moving longer than 2 seconds. This duration was selected their eyes further away from the CRT. Such body because on Day 1, for the earliest measure (10 min.) the percentage of fixations meeting this criterion was requirements to other events, be they externally trigless than 1% of all fixations. As indicated earlier, some gered or internally triggered by intrusive thoughts. of these LDFs are associated with responding to the We have suggested that such intrusions occur as a "infrequently" occurring events. attributable to this effect are approximately the same duration fixation pauses, and with the occurrence of for each of the periods sampled. As Fig. 22 demon- blinks in the absence of saccades. strates, the increases in LDF occur quite late in the 2-
The finding that the nature of the blink changes, as hour period. The 90-and 110-minute samples appear a function of TOT, is suggested as indicating fatigue to be the major contributors to this effect. The MDF effects. Other reasons for the increase, such as altermeasure reflects a similar pattern, with the last 2 time ations in task demands as a function of learning, were periods acting as the major contributors to the signifiruled out because of a lack of such an effect over days. cant increase obtained. We doubt that the demonOne finding, though not statistically reliable, suggests strated MDF effect is a reflection of the LDF that motivational variables may also have to be inphenomenon, since the latter fixation pauses contribyoked. For both the blink closing duration and the uted little to the definition of MFPD, i.e., LDFs never 50% window measures, it appears that there are conexceeded an average of 4% of all fixation pauses, it sistent changes from Day 1 to Day 2 to Day 3 for the should thus have little effect on the median value, initial data set (starting at minute 10). These consisWe attribute both the increase in MFPD and in tent changes involve an increase in both measures over LDF to "fatigue" effects. Compensatory effects, such days. Thus, though objective task demands did not as enhanced effort or energy expenditure to maintain change from Day 1 through Day 3, the changes in performance at a high level, are no longer adequate to blink closing duration suggest that less effort is excompensate for fatigue effects. We suspect that if pended in task performance early on each successive events requiring rapid responding occur at points in day. We interpret this to mean that though task time where either of these 2 types of fixation pauses performance, as measured by missed signals, does not occur, the likelihood will be great that such events will change appreciably across days, subjects tend to allobe missed.
cate fewer attentional resources to the task. The significant D x G interaction for the 50% window
GENERAL DISCUSSION
measure suggests that this motivational variable discriminates between males and females (or perhaps Our analysis of gaze control variables provides with TOD). Males show the increase in the 50% abundant evidence of time-on-task (TOT) effects.
window measure across days, while females do not. There is a significant increase in blink rate, closing
The same Gender effect pattern is manifest in the eye duration, 50% window duration, flurries, and percent closure measure, with males showing a significant of blinks that are part of a flurry. Saccade rate deincrease over days, while females remain more concreases significantly and fixation pause duration, as stant. well as long duration fixation pauses increase signifiThese results suggest that males showed greater cantly as a function of TOT. We interpret these TOT decrements in motivation (as reflected in these 2 effects as suggesting alterations in attention to the task measures) over the 3 days of task performance then at hand. We have previously suggested and presented was true of females. evidence relating to the occurrence of blinks to points One consistent difference between males and fein time where the operator momentarily takes timemales was in frequency of flurries, with females genout from taking in and/or processing information, erating significantly more flurries than males. We The increase in blink rate may thus indicate points in earlier suggested that flurries do not occur randomly, time where the operator shifts attention from task but appear to occur following responding to an infrequently occurring event (regardless of whether the The ability to utilize these findings in an operaresponse occurred because the subject detected the tional sense also resides on the capability of monitorevent or whether she was cued to respond to the event)
ing the gaze patterns in a less obtrusive manner, one as well as preceding and/or following eye closures. If that is independent of any attachment of electrodes or flurries can be interpreted as a procedure for attemptrequiring the wearing of a special monitoring device ing to fight-off or delay "attentional blocks" then the that may in and of itself be fatigue inducing. There is data would fit in with the above hypothesized differa capability that is now available through LC Techences between the male and female study participants.
nology for monitoring eye movements through use of There are some puzzling results, which at this time a fixed camera located below a visual display. Addidefy our interpretation. A number of measures sugtional research is needed to determine if that capabilgest "recovery" from TOT effects at 70 minutes into ity can be used in a more applied setting to assess task performance. Though most of these effects were changes in gaze patterns and identify periods when not statistically reliable, we are puzzled by the fact that operators are less alert and attentive. Planning is 4 of our measures appeared to demonstrate this effect, underway for developing a study that will address For the blink closing duration measure, there is a some of these issues and concerns. decrease in closing duration from minute 50 to 70, This area of research addresses a long standing while all other adjacent pairs show an increase. The concern associated with the ability of human opera-50% window duration shows a similar phenomenon tors to monitor complex displays and maintain perfor Days 1 and 2 of task performance. Fixation duraformance and alertness over extended periods of time. tion demonstrates a decrease from the 50-to the 70-Current concerns associated with the negative imminute time block, followed by a large increase and pacts of fatigue on performance are evident in ongosaccade amplitude, a significant increase from minute ing research within several transportation modalities 50 to 70 with subsequent decreases, though the 90-(trucking, aviation and air traffic control). It is also an and 110-minute amplitudes still remain above those issue in a variety of other job settings where the task of for minutes 10, 30, and 50.
the human operator involves a high level of scanning This study was designed to identify gaze control and maintenance of attention in monitoring system measures sensitive to lowered levels of alertness assoperformance. Despite the high level of concern within ciated with time-on-task performance. The results present systems, concerns associated with the role of clearly demonstrate that as alertness declines across an fatigue in attention maintenance is likely to increase extended period of monitoring a simulated ATC as systems become more highly automated and the display, there are aspects of the gaze measures that role of the human operator involves a greater moniexhibit consistent changes across the subject populatoring component. Thus, additional research is needed tion. Monitoring performance also declined across to develop more effective state of the art techniques that time period (Schroeder, Touchstone, Stern, that could be implemented in a relatively unobtrusive Stoliarov, and Thackray, 1994) . It is our hypothesis manner to identify circumstances under which the that when individuals exhibit the eye movement patoperator is functioning at a reduced level of alertness terns suggestive of "momentary" lapses in attention and is more susceptible to lapses of attention or they should miss information presented during that episodes of what is often referred to as "micro sleep." time. We further hypothesize that such lapses increase If that is possible, various alerting or coping techin frequency as a function of time-on-task and that niques could be developed and implemented to rethere are marked individual differences in the occurduce error conditions associated with the lowered rence of such lapses. Additional research is needed to attentional levels. verify these hypotheses, the first by introducing visual and/or auditory stimuli requiring a decision and response during periods when gaze control variables suggest that attention is compromised.
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